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to whisper at his reflection.
It’s unnerving. Dermot Bannon
doubting big windows? That’s like de
Valera doubting Ireland or Sir Mixalot
doubting big butts. “I’m scared,” says my
wife, who is, I stress, definitely real.
Luckily, this period of doubt doesn’t
last. Bannon meets a lighting designer/
Pixar character improbably called Rocky
Wall, who shows him that he just needs to
illuminate his garden. So Bannon decides

‘‘

A big window into
Dermot’s dark
night of the soul

D

ermot Bannon is my muse. I
would write about him in every
column if I could (God knows I
try). If I were the arts editor I
would make the arts pages of this paper
entirely Dermot Bannon-themed. If I
were taoiseach, I would declare a Dermot
Bannon day and commemorate his works
instead of the Black and Tans or Fred
West or whoever he’s commemorating
this week.
On every episode of Room to Improve,
Dermot Bannon goes into battle with the
plain people of Ireland in the cause of
justice and light. Mainly light, to be
honest. In his philosophy, there’s nothing
that can’t be fixed by turning a wall into a
window. He’d build all of his houses from
windows if he could. The man is a martyr
to big windows.
And this is Room to Improve’s great
legacy. There may have been no sex in
Ireland before The Late Late Show but
you couldn’t watch your neighbours doing
it before Room to Improve. In a sense he is
creating a metaphorical window into the
heart of the Irish people, who are for the
most part entirely uncooperative,
ungrateful and obsessed with dark holes
fronted by classical pillars and filled with
Ikea furniture and sacred heart pictures
of Marty Morrissey.
Is it any wonder the man is a bit
stressed? He’s been showing the strain for
a while now. It’s my impression that we
are now at late-period Dermot Bannon/

capitalism in which the centre cannot
hold and he is on the verge of losing it. The
bits of the show in which he mutters to
himself while driving his car are getting
longer and the bits where people disagree
about what colour something is are
getting more fraught, and there has been
a definite increase in rebellious couples
who buy foreign design magazines and
have no qualms about contradicting a
man from Dublin – gone are the days
when we say: “Hush child, a man from
Dublin is speaking.”
So it makes sense when, finally, we get a
show about Dermot Bannon designing a
house for a man named Dermot Bannon
(Sunday, RTÉ1). Dramatically speaking,
this is like the bit at the end of Fight Club
where Tyler Durden is revealed to be a
figment of Edward Norton’s imagination
and we get to watch Edward Norton
punch himself in the face for an hour.
So this is the episode in which Dermot
Bannon punches himself in the face for an
hour. We knew it would come to this.
We are still, of course, intrigued by the
premise. What sort of Xanadu will Bannon
build for himself? What sort of Lovecraftian horror will come to be when he is
untethered by conventional thought and
unrestrained by reason? Well, it’s off to a
good start. It starts with him crying as he
plans to leave his old home, which he
allegedly shares with his wife and children. These entities are conspicuously
absent. Bannon insists that his wife is real

This is like the bit at the
end of Fight Club where
Tyler Durden is revealed
to be a figment of Edward
Norton’s imagination and
we get to watch Edward
Norton punch himself in
the face for an hour. So this
is the episode in which
Dermot Bannon punches
himself in the face for an
hour. We knew it would
come to this

and happy for him to make all the makeover decisions. I instantly declare her the
best off-screen fictional character since
“her indoors” on Minder. Then Bannon
becomes quite moved when removing
some of his children’s drawings from the
kitchen. “I bet he did them himself,” says
my own wife, who is, unlike Bannon’s
family, definitely real.
Bannon calls in his trusty quantity
surveyor Patricia. When she appears, I
hear myself exclaim “Patricia!” like she’s
Norm from Cheers. Ireland is the only
country with a celebrity quantity surveyor.
Patricia has no time for any of Dermot’s
nonsense, which is why we like her. He
wants to double the size of his new house
for just ¤350,000. The nation scoffs at
this even before Patricia has a chance to
say: “Not a hope.” In fact, we all say it
along with her, panto style. Soon there’s a
digger on site and everyone is wearing
hi-vis vests and hard hats, as is tradition.

The average episode of Room to
Improve derives plot and drama from the
conflict between Bannon and his clients .
His new client, “Dermot Bannon”, does
not disappoint. While Dermot Bannon is
eager to progress the project, he is
hindered at every step by Dermot Bannon,
who refuses to finish his plans and sends
designers the wrong photos and quibbles
with every little decision that Dermot
Bannon has made.
Asortofnervouscollapse
At the dramatic high point of the show,
both Dermot Bannons meet awardwinning architect Niall McLaughlin,
who suggests that covering a building in
big windows may not actually make sense
in a northern, light-rationed country such
as Ireland. “Large sheets of glass can be
quite forbidding,” he says.
This triggers a sort of nervous collapse
in Bannon, who has spent his lifetime and
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13 series covering other people’s houses in
big windows.
“In Ireland, a lot of the time you spend
in your house is in the dark,” says Bannon,
somehow realising this for the first time.
“In the dark, a glass wall can become
quite frightening,” he says. “At night-time
it can become something very horrific.”
A nation, half of whom, thanks to
Bannon’s big windows, have been driven
demented by sunlight during the day and
their own despairing reflections at night,
begin throwing things at the screen and
rending their garments.
This truly is Bannon’s dark night of the
soul, in this instance a dark night in which
you can see your haggard face reflected by
big windows. “Who am I?” Bannon seems

LIVE AND SPECIAL EVENTS

LUCIEN FREUD: ART ON SCREEN:
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that the problem is not his love of big
windows but the existence of night itself,
and he vows to banish it by lighting up his
shrubbery like an off-season Christmas
tree.
Before long, a huge pane of glass is
being lifted by a crane into the back
garden of Dermot Bannon’s house as
he stands watching with a big smile. “I’ve
put windows in again and again but never
this big,” he says proudly.
“Ah, look at his little face,” says my
completely non-fictional wife.
It is nice to see him happy, but it won’t
last long. Diarmuid Gavin, aka the Dermot
Bannon of shrubs, arrives and they
wander around the overgrown garden for
a while. This bodes well for future conflict.
Gavin is the anti-Bannon (the sky is his big
window) and he has surely been biding his
time for millennia waiting to destroy his
prey. Then we get some preview footage
of the next episode. A lot is happening
here, but I’m pretty sure there’s wailing,
teeth-gnashing and some footage of
Dermot Bannon crying in the bath (I may
have imagined that). I, for one, will
definitely be watching.

4K 1917 (15A)
UNCUT GEMS (16) N/S
SEBERG (15A)
JOJO RABBIT (12A)
THE GENTLEMEN (16)
PLAYING WITH FIRE (PG)
LITTLE WOMEN (PG)
SPIES IN DISGUISE (PG)
STAR WARS: THE RISE OF THE SKYWALKER (12A)
CATS (PG)
JOKER (16) N/S
JUMANJI: THE NEXT LEVEL (12A)
KNIVES OUT (12A)
FROZEN II (GEN)
LE MANS ’66 (12A) (N/S = Not Swords)
LAST CHRISTMAS (12A) • STARDOG AND TURBOCAT (PG)
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In the world of
Julian Fellowes,
Upstairs always
beats Downstairs

W

hen a woman in the 19th
century, which is in the olden
days, paraphrases a line
written by LP Hartley in the
1950s, which is also the olden days, you
know you’re in safe hands, historically
speaking. “The past as we have been
told many times, is a strange country,”
says the woman, contemplating the whole
olden-days-ness of it all.
These words are uttered in the opening
scene of Belgravia, a new show by Julian
Fellowes, the creator of Downton Abbey
(it’s on UTV, which isn’t available to a lot
of you but I still thought it was my duty to
tell you about it anyway). Belgravia
contains many common Fellopian
tropes. At the heart of it all is an upwardly
mobile merchant family, headed by
Mr Trenchard (Philip Glenister) and
his wife (the excellent Tamsin Greig) who
are mates with the Duke of Wellington
and are hanging around in Brussels on
the eve of Waterloo. That battle is not,
sadly, soundtracked by the song of the
same name by Abba, though you just
know that Fellowes considered doing
this, given that Abba are also from the
olden days, thus making their potential
presence historically accurate.
Anyway, Fellowes finds the sight of a
dowager countess being snooty about
forks far more exciting than a mere
battle, so the fighting happens offscreen
while instead we go to a ball and watch
Philip Glenister being mocked for his
uncouth, unsophisticated ways while
an across-the-class-divides romance
simmers between his daughter and a
posh aristocrat. The posh aristocrat is
wearing the sort of red-coated soldier’s
uniform that you just know Boris Johnson
wears around the house.
The battle happens. The posh aristocrat
dies and up on the screen come the words
“26 years later”, at which point we catch
up with Glenister and Greig who look
exactly the same. Neither age nor make-up

department can wither them. This fact
just sits there, unexplained, but I fancy I
can hear Fellowes whisper “imagine
they’re older!”, so I just go with it.
We visit a fancy tea party at which toffs
are impressed by Greig’s middle-class
wisdom and a melodramatic plot-driving
secret slowly emerges, while a character
literally says “what is this newfangled
‘tea’?”.
This is the type of thing people
are always saying in Julian Fellowes
programmes. His characters are always
being confounded by modernity while
foreshadowing future events ironically.
If it’s 1939, for example, they’ll say, “Well
I think that’s certainly the last we’ve
heard from this ‘Mr Hitler!’” and if it’s
New Year’s Day 2020, they’ll say, “I’ve
fired the epidemiologists! We’ll never
see a pandemic in our lifetime, or my
name isn’t Lord Clarence ImminentComeuppance. ‘Cough cough’.”
Footballingmillworkers
In the other Fellowes-penned period
drama to launch this week, The English
Game (Netflix), we witness the tale of a
scrappy team of footballing mill workers.
Yes, who better to explore the plight
of 19th-century factory workers than peer
of the realm Baron Fellowes of West
Stafford (this is his real title)?
I’m going to be honest. As someone who
long fantasised about a programme called
Downton Soviet, in which a radicalised
Bates wears Lord Grantham’s head as
a hat, I do not trust Julian Fellowes’s
grasp of working-class history or, in this
instance, British geography.
I mean, the hero of The English Game is
Fergus Suter (Kevin Guthrie), a Scottish
footballer from the very non-English
Scotland. He and a pal have been lured to
the mill town of Darwen by a kindly mill
owner (yes, you read that correctly; the
industrialist is kindly) who wants to raise
the townsfolks’ spirits with competent

football, presumably in lieu of better pay
and conditions.
The Darwen football team is up against
a team of Old Etonians whose tactic is to
bulldoze around the pitch in a huddle
while wearing nice slacks (much like you
and your mates on a night out). Suter, at
least in Fellowes’s telling, basically
invents “passing” and suggests that
instead of charging about in a mass,
the mill workers engage in social
distancing by spreading out and
kicking the ball to each other. The toffs
are enraged, although Suter and the
main toff do have a few meaningful
“We’re not so different you and I”
moments.
Sadly, in episode two, it turns out that
some of the mill workers aren’t content
with just having a good football team.
They also want to alleviate the grinding
poverty in which they live and therefore
go on strike. The mill owners cut their
wages and the workers yell and growl
and grab literal flaming torches and head
up to the meanest mill owner’s house,
apparently fashioning and burning an
effigy of him as they walk. This bit is
great fun. “Burn him out! Seize the
means of production! Form a workers’
collective!” I shout until it occurs to me
that Fellowes intends us to think of this
lot as the baddies.
As for the ambitious turncoat who legs
it up the hill to warn the mean old mill
owner of the happy mob, and the football
obsessives who wish to continue playing in
the kindly mill owners’ team (basically,
strike-breakers), they’re the goodies.
Suter, we’re supposed to think, is the one
who really has his priorities in order.

Above: the hardworking footballers in
The English Game take the evening off.
Left: the well-heeled heroes of
Belgravia. PHOTOGRAPHS: NETFLIX; ITV
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working class sublimated all its revolutionary fervour into football.

‘‘

Sadly, in episode two, it
turns out that some of the
mill workers aren’t content
with just having a good
football team. They also
want to alleviate the
grinding poverty in which
they live and therefore
go on strike

“Where is everyone? Don’t they know
we’ve a cup match tomorrow?” he
whinges, while his co-workers are off
fighting for justice and being sent to jail.
Such behaviour was once called “class
treachery” and nowadays I believe it’s
called “centrism”, but one thing is clear –
in Fellowes’s view the correct way to do
social progress is to wait until a
warm-hearted toff, possibly him, gives
you permission. Societal change has
nothing to do with rabble-rousing activists
or ground-up social movements. No, it’s
all about talented poor people proving
that they’re worth giving opportunities to
and nice rich people who wake up one day
and think, “Hey, why don’t we try being
marginally less beastly to the povs?” Based
on the first few episodes, The English
Game is the story of how the British

WeimarBerlin
I’m pretty sure Walter Benjamin wrote
about this. That doomed philosopher gets
a shout-out in the third series of Babylon
Berlin (Sky Atlantic), a stylish German
period drama that somehow manages to
sample the dark glamour of Weimar
Berlin while being unrelentingly grim in
its depiction of the city’s poverty and
growing nationalist brutality.
Unlike Fellowes’s programmes, in which
historical developments are signposted by
people in fancy dress shouting entire
Wikipedia entries across well-polished
cutlery, here the past feels like contested
territory, with heroin-addicted detectives,
impoverished party girls turned ingenious
sleuths, sleepwalking liberal politicians,
gender-bending cabaret singers, desperate
communists, poverty-stricken maids,
bipolar industrialists and nationalist thugs
all vying to shape their own lives. The
future here feels less like a historical
certainty and more like an emergent
property of the intertwining plots.
The first swastika we see is a flash on a
man’s arm in the last episode of the second
season and the only reference to Hitler for
most of the new season is a photo on the
wall of a young thug’s flat. “Mr Hitler?,” I
find myself saying. “I’m sure that’s the last
we’ll see of him!”

NewReleasesMusic

MUIREANN NIC AMHLAOIBH
Thar Toinn /Seaborne ★★★★
Independent Release
In a digital world where no
storage limits apply, it’s tempting
for artists to fill the void. This
six-track capsule project from
west Kerry singer Muireann Nic
Amhlaoibh opts instead to distil
her musical musings on all things
maritime to just six tracks, each
one meticulously curated: a
jigsaw puzzle that satisfies by
virtue of its symmetry.
Nic Amhlaoibh wears her
obsession with the ocean through
her name (Muireann meaning
sea maiden) and her thoughtful
song choices. That voice is laden
with her story, grounded in the

Sultry, sleazy, sneering vignettes
BAXTER DURY
The Night Chancers ★★★★
Heavenly
It would have been completely
understandable if Baxter Dury had
spent his career shying away from
the family name. After all, the
shadow cast by his father, Ian
Dury, remains both a long and
portentous one; fans may even
note that his sixth album is being
released almost 20 years to the day
since the elder Dury’s untimely
death.

Even so, Dury has managed to
plot has own uncommon course
without being particularly encumbered by his father’s legacy. From
his 2002 debut, Len Parrot’s
Memorial Lift, up to 2017’s
underrated Prince of Tears, the
now-48-year-old has proven his
worth as a judicious lyricist and –
more significantly – an excellent
inhabiter of characters.
Then there’s the music, which
has run the gamut of alternative
indie to synthpop to sleazy
crooner. It’s not hard to see why
Dury’s biggest fanbase is in
France, for example: much of his
catalogue treads the same line
between sultriness and sleaziness
as Serge Gainsbourg’s, frequently
delivered with an impassive sneer
that thumbs its nose at the
unenlightened.
The Night Chancers sees Dury

operate on that same musical
plane. With vocalist Madelaine
Hart providing a breathy counterpoint to the gorgeous deep
rumble of his voice, songs like
Samurai sound like they were
recorded in a haze of Gauloises
smoke and red wine. The fuzzy
bassline on Saliva Hog and the
strings and saxophone on Hello
I’m Sorry could easily pass for
1970s tracks, if not for the various
references to social media, while
the more vulnerable Daylight sees
him soften his belligerence.
The Night Chancers of the title
are, in his own words, “failed
fashionistas, Instagram voyeurs,
jilted Romeos reeking insecurity;
the willingly unaware; the comically self-deluded.” Their stories are
told in vignettes such as Carla’s
Got a Boyfriend (“He’s got horrible
trousers and a small car”) while

Sleep People scoffs at the pathetic
hangers-on of the dwindling
fashion set. The potently grimy
Slumlord (“I’m the Milky Bar kid,
soiled trousers / Shiny cheekbones
like graveyards in the sun”) is the
kind of ne’er-do-well character
assassination that Dury excels at.
There’s a sense that amidst the
takedowns and pugnacity, Dury
both recognises and rejects the
characters in these songs. He says
as much, if you listen carefully:
the album’s opening lines sneer
“I’m not your f***in’ friend...”, but
the closing salvo of Hart singing
“Baxter loves you” on Say Nothing
provides a counterpoint to such
hostility. Yes, there’s a lot to
unravel in an album that’s only
31 minutes long but, crucially,
you’ll want to return to try to
figure it all out.
LAURENMURPHY

THE OUTCASTS
1978-85 ★★★
Captain Oi! Records
So how exactly does one of
Ireland’s best punk bands end up
as a footnote instead of a chapter? Perhaps The Outcasts were
simply unluckier or more poorly
advised than other music acts of
their time? Whatever the reason,
this three-disc gathering of their
recorded output – two albums,
one mini-album – tells a valuable
if solemn tale of a spark turning
into a flame and then spluttering
out.
The best album is their debut,
Self Conscious Over You,
released on the mighty Good
Vibrations label in 1978, and

riches of her west Kerry roots,
where songs anchor singers
across the length and breadth of
Corca Dhuibhne. The opener,
Faoiseamh Faoistine, adapted
from the writing of the late poet
Domhnall Mac Síthigh, with
guitar accompaniment by Gerry
O’Beirne is a delicately stitched
ode to both land and sea, where
Nic Amhlaoibh’s voice soars from
the opening verse. Geography
poses no boundaries to her
gathering together of compatible
bedfellows, with songs from
Cork, Tyrone, west Kerry and
Cape Breton cosying up alongside one another like long-lost
relatives at a family reunion.
Throughout, less is more, with
the iconic west Kerry air Port na
bPúcaí a standout: accompanied
by rarely heard lyrics, and with
accompaniment from her
husband, Billy Mac Fhloinn, on
his Turkish-inspired home-produced instrument, the yaybahar.
The musical life aquatic: nothing
for it but to dive right in.
SIOBHÁNLONG

featuring the kind of
rough-edged pop-punk that
cajoled as much as lurked. Love
Is for Sops, You’re a Disease, the
title track, The Cops Are Comin’
and Justa Nother Teenage Rebel
(included here as a bonus track),
drew attention to the band’s
scrappy, confrontational style.
Despite their best intentions,
however, The Outcasts were no
pop-punk stylists, and within a
few years were releasing
roughed-up cover versions (The
Glitter Band’s Angel Face, David
Bowie’s Five Years) and displaying belligerent edges to original
songwriting (Machine Gun,
Gangland Warfare).
Between creative misguidance, business mistakes and
personal tragedy (original
member, Colin Cowan, one of
three brothers in the band, died
in a car crash in the early 1980s),
they drifted too far to be rescued. For a fistful of songs,
however, there was surely no
better Irish punk band.
TONYCLAYTON-LEA

MOANING
Uneasy Laughter ★★★★
Sub Pop
The second release from Los
Angeles-based band Moaning
builds on their impressive 2018
debut, borrowing fuel from their
years in the DIY scene to present
a deeper exploration of the
shards of glass through the
oil painting. Sean Solomon,
Pascal Stevenson and Andrew
MacKelvie’s perfect shorthand is
born of a decade of collaboration,
with Solomon’s doleful voice
conveying a leavening quality, an
interesting seriousness amid the
playfulness.
Wearing attractive references
up and down the record – a little
bit Broadcast, a little bit New
Order – their sense of retro
romanticism is enlivening, rather
than deadening. Ego is an
impressive synth-led opener, and
there is a Nirvana-like pallor over
Make it Stop – a cousin to the
mournful Stranger, taking us
over the Atlantic to Joy Division,
but then Running takes us
somewhere else, with urgent
guitars circling each other to
desirous effect, mirroring a sense
of anxiety that runs through the
record like a busy stream.
Connect the Dots is all
minimalist shimmery shoegaze,
and the record shifts gears
constantly, illustrating a
burgeoning, expansive
sensibility. Fall in Love is deeply
immersive, yet restrained,
Coincidence or Fate slips those
restraints to deliver unfettered,
frantic joy, and What Separates
Us sounds like a Smiths B-side,
all relatable despair and
attendant guitars. Say Something began life as a folk song,
but becomes an eerie, swirling
electronic call to action,
retaining the message, refining
the work. Dreamy.
SIOBHÁNKANE
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Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht: “The
perfect balance of honesty and sass,” he
intones. “And, of course, we can’t forget
about your gorgeous ass.”
It is, of course, by Seamus Heaney (we
all did it for the Leaving Cert). And the
reciprocal commitment of hunkette to
hunk is oddly moving. By the end of it all
there isn’t a dry eye in Britain, either
because they’re crying or because they’ve

Patrick
Freyne

‘‘

Operation Hunk:
Irish secret agents
save the day

W

hen Leo Varadkar first sent
three career diplomats (Yewande, Maura and Greg) to
infiltrate Love Island as our
last best hope for meaningful Anglo-Irish
co-operation, it looked like a long shot.
But what option did he have? It was
Love Island or infiltrate one of the other
British protectorates – Gibraltar, Center
Parcs in Longford, Ballsbridge. Agents 1
and 2 might have failed but the man
known to us as “Greg” is now feted across
Britain and is the co-owner of £50,000, a
sum that will make him the richest man in
the UK come October, and will come in
handy when there’s border guards to be
bribed and diesel to be bought from the
’Ra.
On the previous episode, Agent 2
(Maura) completed her own mission –
teaching the British public that Irish names
are pronounced differently – during a
segment in which old people were permitted to visit the island. At first this reminded
me of the bit in Logan’s Run where the
youthful denizens of a dystopian future city
meet the old man played by Peter Ustinov.
Then I thought that they were former
contestants aged by life in the outlands,
returning to warn their friends not to watch
the news when they came out.
In fact, these doomed souls were
relatives of the islanders who had come to
assess their kinsfolks’ romantic arrangements in a manner that seemed unreasonably supportive to me, coming as it was

Thankfully, Greg comes
preloaded with a poem
given to him by the
Department of Culture,
Heritage and the Gaeltacht:
‘The perfect balance of
honesty and sass,’ he
intones. ‘And, of course, we
can’t forget about your
gorgeous ass.’

from people who grew up with just the
terrestrial stations.
The highlights included Molly Mae
agreeing with her lustful relatives that
Tommy was “chiselled by God”. (“God has
no part in this, Molly Mae,” I shouted.)
And the bit in which Curtis, Maura’s
prancing beau, repeatedly needed to
remind his mother that Irish names had
their own pronunciation, at least until
October 31st when all bets are off.
“Moy-yer-ra,” she said.
“Maura,” said Curtis.
“Moy-yeeer-raaaaagh,” said his mother.
“Maw-ra,” said Curtis.
“Moy-yer-ra,” said his mother.
“Maw-ra,” said Curtis.
Stop it, both of you. I believe it’s pronounced “She-Ra”. The long and short of
it is that the whole interaction was a
re-enactment of all British trade negotiations and Maura is a legend and a credit to
us.
Borderlines
This was just the icing on the cake. Greg
and Amber’s win ultimately gave Leo a
useful metaphor with which to educate
historically-illiterate Britons about
international trade. He can now say:
“Would you want to put a hard Border
between Greg and Amber? Wouldn’t you
prefer a soft Border?”
And then when we all start sniggering,
he can say: “That’s not what I meant. You
lot are disgusting.”

■ Above:

Limerick
rugby player
Greg O’Shea
and Amber
Gill, winners of
Love Island.
Left: Maura
Higgins

And then we can go all serious and say:
“Actually, Leo, sex is the last thing we
think about now when we watch Love
Island. By the time we were watching the
final programme we were totally desensitised to abs and bikinis and arses and pecs.
These fleshy orange beings are just
big-eyed puppies to us now.”
Yes, despite all the humpy, twerky,
kissy, half-naked horseplay, Love Island
feels strangely chaste to me. I can’t even
remember what usually happens next

when hunks in the wild spend their
mandatory two months courting. So I do
some research elsewhere on television
and come up with this bit of narration:
“The males flush red and begin to hollow a
hole in the gravel bed . . . Eventually a
female lays her eggs [in the hole] and a
male darts in to fertilise them.” Okay, this
is a description of salmon sex from RTÉ
One’s excellent animal dissection show
How Animals Work (Monday), but I
reckon it’s close enough.

It’s only when watching the final
couples all dressed up for a fancy farewell
shindig on the last episode that I realise
how much I’ve dehumanised this year’s
hunks. “Look at them there,” I say. “All
dressed up in people clothes.”
Ovie says he feels like James Bond
because of the clothes. Sweet, pugilistic
Tommy goes even further: “I feel like the
prime minister,” he says, and while a few
years ago this would sound like a cruel
ironic joke, now I picture campaign
managers all over the UK scribbling
“Tommy from Love Island?” onto a napkin
then staring at it for a few hours while
drinking whiskey and twirling a revolver.
Poetryinslowmotion
The four women advance towards their
mates very slowly because of the unaccustomed weight of clothes (my wife insists
that this is just a “slow-motion effect”). It’s
all part of the final night Declarations of
Love, in which the remaining islanders
woo one another with the power of words.
Thankfully, Greg comes preloaded with a
poem given to him by the Department of
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ripped their eyeballs from their sockets in
despair. Then the various members of
hunk-kind all dance terribly and jump into
the pool (like salmon!).
Before long the high priestess of lurve
Caroline Flack is among them, dressed in
elegant rags before a live mob and a
swimming pool of fire. She interviews the
various finalists about their “journeys”,
feeding on their life force before presenting us with a recap of the season so far.
This seems to last for several hours. I don’t
remember half of it and can only conclude
that some footage from old gladiator films
was added for the laugh.
Curtis and Maura are eliminated first
by a public vote (“Moy-yer-a” it is, so) and
then it’s bye-bye to Ovie and India and
Tommy and Molly-Mae and their cursed
elephant-child Ellie Belly (“Ellie Belly
from Love Island?” a depressed campaign
manager writes on a bar mat). And so it is
that Greg and Amber are crowned the
winners of Love Island and Greg happens
to be the one who picks the envelope that
has the £50,000 cheque in it. Flack asks
him if he’s going to share this with Amber.
“No way, Brits!” he cries, leaping over
the wall to where Leo Varadkar is waiting
in his rickety old biplane (the Government
jet). They’re gone before Flack can take to
the skies and pursue them. Good man,
Greg. You’re our last hope.
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